Abstract-We present a power allocation framework for spectrum sharing cognitive radio (CR) systems based on maximizing the energy efficiency (EE). First, we show that the relation between the EE and the spectral efficiency (SE) is strictly increasing in contrast with the SE-EE tradeoff discussed in the literature. We also solve a nonconvex problem and explicitly derive the optimal power for the proposed average EE under either a peak or an average power constraint. We apply our results to the underlay CR systems where the power is limited by an additional interference constraint. When the instantaneous channel is not available, we provide a necessary and sufficient condition for the optimal power and present a simple suboptimal power. In the numerical results, we show that the proposed EE corresponds to a higher SE at midrange and high-power regime compared to the classical EE. We also show that the suboptimal solution is very close to the optimal solution. In addition, we deduce that the absence of instantaneous CSI affects the EE and the SE at high power regime compared to full CSI. In the CR context, we show that the interference threshold has a minimal effect on the EE compared to the SE.
increase [5] . It is estimated that the ICT produces 2% of the global C O 2 emission, which is equivalent to the aviation industry emission [6] , [7] , whereas cellular networks produces about 0.2% [8] , [9] . These numbers raise a considerable concern especially with the expected growth in the coming years. Furthermore, energy efficiency is a crucial issue in powerconstrained applications such as mobile phones or wireless sensors in order to increase the life-cycle of these devices [10] , [11] . CR underlay systems are also power-constrained by the level of interference allowed by the primary user [12] . In this setting, the power is simultaneously constrained by both interference and power constraints [13] . Consequently, researchers and industrials aim to overcome these challenges by developing energy efficient wireless communications labeled as "Green Communications" [8] , [14] .
In the literature, many works have focused on maximizing the spectral efficiency (SE) defined as the capacity or the achievable rate per unit bandwidth expressed in bits/s/Hz, e.g., [15] , [16] . The power that maximizes the SE is not necessarily energy-efficient [17] . Hence a new metric, reflecting the EE, has to be defined. From an information theoretical perspective, the EE was first studied in [18] through the so-called minimum energy per information bit (J/bit). Recently, a new metric called energy efficiency (EE) was defined as the ratio of the rate over the power [17] , [19] . It has been shown that maximizing the EE, given a particular power limit, does not lead to the maximum SE which introduces the SE-EE trade-off [17] , [20] [21] [22] . In fact, if the transmission power is solely considered, the maximum EE is realized for very low, almost zero power, [18] , [23] , [24] . These studies did not consider the circuit power which is independent of the transmission [19] , [25] , [26] . Adopting the circuit power changes the behavior of the EE from a strictly decreasing function of the SE to a bell-shaped function where the maximum is given for a non-zero power [19] . In other studies, there was a focus on the amplifier power which was considered separately [27] , [28] and was shown to be a function of the transmission power. In [27] , it was shown that the total power consumption is proportional to the to the square root of the transmission power. In [28] , a more general form is presented where the square root is generalized by an exponent between 0.5 and 0.64. However, for simplicity, we assume that the total consumed power is the sum of a circuit power and the transmit power. In general, the circuit power is modeled as constant [25] . In some studies, the circuit power is modeled as a linear function of the data rate [29] . Note that the resulting EE is neither concave nor convex. In [26] , the EE power allocation was presented after solving the non-convex optimization 2332-7731 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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problem using fractional programming resulting in no explicit power expressions. Also, the authors in [26] assumed a perfect knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) at the transmitters and the receivers. Moreover, the authors in [30] also used the fractional programming to find the optimal power that maximizes the EE. In this paper, we develop a new framework that considers the EE criterion over fading channels. We present explicit expressions of the optimal power under either a peak or an average power constraint. Obtaining these expressions is achieved via solving a non-convex optimization problem using the Lagrangian method instead of fractional programming, [26] , [30] . We proceed by partitioning the solution space into convex sub-spaces. We also extend our study to the CR spectrum sharing scenario where there is an additional interference constraint on the power. We then study the case where the instantaneous CSI at the transmitter (CSI-T) is not available and only the channel statistics are available, i.e., statistical CSI. We present a sub-optimal, but less complex, power allocation that only depends on channel statistics.
Our main contributions, in this paper, are:
• Derivation of the optimal power that maximizes the instantaneous EE. The corresponding explicit EE and SE expressions are provided, and the SE-EE trade-off is discussed.
• Analysis of the proposed average EE power allocation with a peak or an average power constraint.
• Study the CR average EE power allocation with additional peak or an average interference constraint.
• Study the impact of CSI-T knowledge on the EE by computing the optimal power with statistical CSI, thus evaluating the performance gain provided by full CSI. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model is presented. In Section III, the single user EE power is analyzed. The CR EE is studied in Section IV. In Section V, the EE power with statistical CSI-T is computed. Numerical results are presented in Section VI. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this paper, we consider two scenarios; (i) a preliminary scenario in which a single user communication, as depicted in Fig. 1 .a, is analyzed. (ii) an underlay spectrum sharing CR scenario in which a secondary user (SU) shares the spectrum with a primary user (PU) (Fig. 1.b) . We first develop an energy efficient power allocation framework with full CSI at both the transmitter and the receiver (CSI-TR), then study the case when the CSI at the transmitter (CSI-T) is not available.
In the single user communication scenario, the link is over a fading channel characterized by a complex gain h. The received signal is given by r = hs + w, where r and s are the received and transmitted signals, respectively, and w is a zeromean and unit-variance circularly symmetric complex white Gaussian noise which is independent of h. Let γ = |h| 2 the squared modulus of the channel gain and the mean of γ , i.e., = E γ [γ ] where E γ [·] is the expectation operator with respect to the random variable γ . The channel can follow any distribution e.g., Rayleigh, Nakagami, Rician, etc. For illustration, we adopted the Rayleigh fading in the numerical results. We denote by P the transmission power. This power can be limited either by a peak constraint, i.e., P(γ ) ≤ P peak or by an average constraint i.e., E γ [P(γ )] ≤ P avg , where P peak and P avg are the peak and the average power budgets, respectively. Our objective is to find the optimal power that maximizes the EE for a given channel realization γ . Before defining the EE, we recall the spectral efficiency SE which is an important performance measure for wireless communications. This measure is obtained by maximizing the Shannon capacity per unit bandwidth [16] . The EE is defined as the ratio of the SE over the consumed power which includes the transmit power P and a circuit power P c [17] , [19] . As we argue below, the circuit power P c is independent of the transmission and includes the consumption of cooling and all components [29] ; analog to digital converters (ADC), filters, mixers, amplifiers, etc. The circuit power P c has a significant role in defining the optimal power that maximizes the EE. In fact, if P c = 0, the power that maximizes the EE tends toward zero [18] and the problem is directly solved. In the rest of the paper, we assume that P c > 0, hence the optimal power is different from zero. We first start by computing the optimal power for instantaneous EE then for average EE.
Moreover, we extend our analysis to a CR scenario where the secondary transmitter (ST) is communicating with the secondary receiver (SR) under a tolerated interference threshold defined by the PU. Therefore, an interference constraint is set on the transmit power, and we analyze either a peak or an average interference constraint.
In our model, when the primary transmitter (PT) communicates with the primary receiver (PR), the SR is affected by the interference. We denote by P p the peak power of the PU transmission and by h s , h sp , h p and h ps the channel gains of the links ST-SR, ST-PR, PT-PR and PT-SR, respectively. We denote by γ x be the squared modulus of the channel h x , i.e., γ x = |h x | 2 with x ∈ {s, sp, p, ps}. The objective is to provide an explicit expression of the optimal cognitive power that maximizes the E E with respect to both power and interference constraints.
III. SINGLE USER ENERGY EFFICIENCY WITH PERFECT CSI

A. Instantaneous Energy Efficiency
The objective of maximizing the instantaneous EE is to find the corresponding optimal power and then generalize this result to the long term (average) EE. For a channel realization γ we define the instantaneous spectral efficiency as
and the instantaneous energy efficiency (EE) as
Note that E E is a positive function of P(γ ) and since lim P(γ )→0 E E = lim P(γ )→∞ E E = 0 and the function is not multimodal, the function E E has a global and unique maxima. Our objective is to find an explicit expression of the optimal power that maximizes the EE. The optimal power that maximizes the EE as defined by (2) is denoted P E E and is given by
where W (·) is the main branch of Lambert W function defined on [− 1 e , ∞) [31] . Furthermore, the corresponding EE and SE are given by
and S E * = 1 + W (
Proof: The proof is presented in Appendix A. As a consequence of (3), and by adopting the optimal power P E E in (3) ∀γ , i.e., no power limit is set, we show in Appendix B, that
Note that the power expression in (3) is based on the Lambert function which has a lower complexity than the fractional programming method used generally to solve the problem. In addition, having explicit an expression of the power allows to extend the analysis and present the corresponding energy and spectral efficiencies as in (4) . From (5), it can be verified easily that the E E is an increasing function of S E. The Fig. 2 depicts the instantaneous EE as a function of SE with different values of γ . The blue curves are the variation of EE and SE when the power spans all positive values for various values of γ . The red circles represent the optimal power solution, P E E that maximizes the EE. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , (5) represents a new EE-SE relation, presented by the dashed line, in which EE is a strictly increasing function of SE. Recall that the trade-off between the EE and the SE [17] , states that as the EE increases, the SE decreases. This result is true but only when the adopted power policy is the one that maximizes the SE. That is, this trade-off is observed when the SE criterion is considered in the power allocation scheme. However, when the power is driven by the EE criterion, increasing the EE leads to increasing the SE too, which means that there is no SE-EE trade-off in this case. We also analyze the asymptotic behavior of the EE with respect to the SE. From (5), when S E → 0 we have E E ≈ log(2)SE 2 2P c and when
. We note that the EE is proportional to the square of the SE at low SE values and becomes linear at high values. Also, the circuit power is an important parameter that defines the asymptotes of the EE at low and high SE values.
B. Average Energy Efficiency
The average EE considers the average performance over all channel realizations. In the literature, e.g., [26] , the EE is defined as the ratio of the average rate and the average power. This classical expression of the EE describes the system energy efficiency but does not allow to tune the EE of the individual links [32] . As an alternative, another expression of the average EE is expressed as follows
Note that the expression of the average EE in (6) is based on averaging the instantaneous EE of block fading channels. In addition, this expression takes into consideration the EE of each channel realization then averages these EE's instead of considering the system as a whole. This model of the EE is also called sum-EE defined in [32] as the arithmetic mean of the individual EE's [32] . Finally, we will show later in this paper that this expression of EE corresponds to a higher SE than the classical average EE at high power regimes. Meanwhile, once the power that maximizes E E avg is found the corresponding spectral efficiency is given by:
When no power constraint is set, it is clear that the optimal power that maximizes the average EE is the same as the one that maximizes the instantaneous EE, i.e., P(γ ) = P E E (γ ). However, when the power is either limited by a peak power constraint or an average power constraint, P E E (γ ) may not always be the solution as we show in the next subsections. 1) Peak Power Constraint: In the peak power constraint, the transmit power is limited by a peak power noted P peak as follows
In this case, in order to find the EE, we have to solve the following optimization problem
subject to P(γ ) ≤ P peak .
Note that, the optimal solution of this problem without considering the constraint (10) is P E E (γ ). Hence if the power is limited by P peak the solution of the complete problem (9)- (10) is given by:
where P E E is given in (3). Consequently, E E avg is given by
This expression can be explicitly computed once the p.d.f. of the fading channel is provided. In addition, at high values of P peak , i.e., the optimal power is given by P E E (γ ), ∀γ , we have:
lim
Furthermore, we study the convergence of the average EE with peak constraint to the average EE with no constraint for P peak → ∞. First, from [33] , we have
Since, e x ≈ x→0 1 + x, we have
Since P E E (γ ) is monotonically decreasing in γ , then for any high value of P peak , denoted P ∞ peak , there exists a certain γ ∞ > 0 such that for any γ ∈ (0, γ ∞ ), we have: P E E (γ ) > P ∞ peak and hence the optimal power is P * = P ∞ peak . Thus, the condition
is never satisfied when a peak constraint is set. Hence, the average EE converges asymptotically to E γ E E * (γ ) without attaining it.
2) Average Power Constraint: When the average power constraint is adopted, the transmit power is limited as follows
The average EE is obtained by solving the following optimization problem
subject to
Similarly to the previous cases, if no power constraint is set, the optimal solution is P E E (γ ), ∀γ > 0. However, due to the average power constraint, we need to distinguish two cases in which the average power, P avg , is either smaller or greater than the average of P E E (γ ), i.e., E γ P E E (γ ) .
• If P avg ≥ E γ P E E (γ ) , the power that maximizes the instantaneous EE, i.e., P * (γ ) = P E E (γ ), ∀γ > 0, is a feasible solution of the problem hence it is the solution of this problem since the constraint is inactive in this case. Thus, the corresponding E E avg does not depend on P avg and is given by the RHS of (13) . Note that in this case, the E E avg matches the asymptote of the peak constrained power case.
• If P avg < E γ P E E (γ ) , the optimal power is either equal to or smaller than P E E (γ ), ∀γ > 0. Note that for a given γ > 0, the optimal power cannot exceed P E E (γ ) since it will result, in addition to decreasing the EE, in increasing the average power, in contradiction with the fact that
We show that in this region of the power, E E is an increasing and concave function with respect to P(γ ), (see Appendix C). Hence we can use the Lagrange method to solve this problem [34] . We compute the derivative of the Lagrangian function with respect to P(γ ). By using the method of variations, we obtain the following necessary and sufficient optimality condition:
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier associated to the average power constraint. Note that if there is a certain P * (γ ) verifying (20), ∀γ > 0, then P * (γ ) is the optimal power that maximizes the EE. Note that since λ ≥ 0 and P E E (γ ) is the power that cancels out the LHS of (20), then the set of powers such as P(γ ) > P E E (γ ) will result in a negative LHS of (20) . Hence, the condition P(γ ) ≤ P E E (γ ) is always satisfied for λ ≥ 0. In order to find P * (γ ), we define the function
Thus, we have
Finally, to find the optimal solution for a given P avg , we determine the corresponding Lagrangian multiplier using (23) . Then, we compute the optimal power by solving (20) for each value of γ . In summary, the optimal power that maximizes the average EE, with an average power constraint, is given by
Note that for high values of P avg , the power is equal to P E E (γ ) ∀γ > 0. Hence, the EE and SE asymptotes are the same as those given by (13) and (14), respectively. However, unlike the peak power-constrained scenario, these asymptotes are reached once P avg is higher than E γ P E E (γ ) .
3) Effect of Low Circuit Power:
We study the effect of low circuit power, i.e., P c → 0, on the system performances EE and SE independently from the adopted constraints. When P c → 0, we have from (3), P E E → 0 which means that the E E is maximal in the asymptotically low power regime. In this case, the corresponding E E avg and S E avg tend towards log(2) and 0, respectively [18] . Of course, this case is not practical but it shows that whenever P c → 0, maximizing the E E will lead to a reduced throughput if the EE criterion is adopted for the power allocation. Note that log(2) presents the maximum value E E avg can reach [19] as a function of P c for a given channel mean . As P c increases, the maximum of E E avg decreases as can be shown after averaging the instantaneous E E * in (4) . In this Section, we presented the optimal power allocation for instantaneous and average EE in a point to point scenario. In the next Section, we generalize our results to CR systems.
IV. COGNITIVE RADIO ENERGY EFFICIENCY WITH PERFECT CSI
In this section, we aim to compute the optimal power allocation scheme that maximizes the EE in a spectrum sharing underlay CR context shown in Fig. 1(b) . The corresponding instantaneous EE at the SU is given by:
where P s is the allocated power at the ST and P p is the peak power at the PT. By adopting P p , we analyze the worst-case secondary performance independently from the primary power variation. Note that P s is, in general, a function of many parameters, such as γ s , γ sp , γ ps , P p , i.e., P s (γ s , γ sp , γ ps , P p ). In this Section, we assume that the CSI related to the ST, i.e. γ s and γ sp , are estimated perfectly whereas the CSI related to the PT, i. e. γ ps , is provided to the ST via a feedback link. Arguably, this feedback mechanism may be considered as a mean to capture a cooperative primary network rewarded via some incentives by the secondary network. This assumption leads to an upper bound on the cognitive achievable rate. However, due to CSI limitations, some of these parameters cannot be available at the ST, which will be analyzed in the next Section. For simplicity, the secondary transmit power will be denoted by P s with no arguments. In the underlay CR scenario, an additional interference constraint is adopted to protect the PU communication from the eventual interference caused by the ST. This constraint can be either a peak or an average constraint. We study the optimal power allocation corresponding to each constraint as follows:
A. Peak Interference and Power Constraints
The peak interference constraint protects the PR instantaneously and ensures that the ST interference on the PR is below the threshold for all channel realizations [35] . The expression of the peak interference constraint is given by:
where I peak is the tolerated interference threshold allowed by the PR. The corresponding optimization problem is given by max
The optimization problem in (27) - (29) can be written as:
whereγ s = 
Note that this solution means that in case the two constraints are inactive, i.e., P E E (γ s ) ≤P peak , the EE reaches its highest value since the allocated power is the one that maximizes the EE as shown in (3).
B. Average Interference and Power Constraints
The average interference constraint allows to protect the long term PU communication [36] . In fact, this type of interference constraint is less strict than the peak interference constraint since the SU power can exceed the interference threshold for some channel realizations. The average interference constraint is given by
The corresponding optimization problem is given by
Note that similarly to Section (III-B2), P E E (γ s ) is optimal if no constraints are set. However, in presence of (36) and (37), there are 4 cases which have to be distinguished:
1) Eγ s P E E (γ s ) ≤ P avg and Eγ s γ sp P E E (γ s ) ≤ I avg :
In this region, the solution of the problem is P * = P E E (γ s ) since the constraints are inactive.
2) Eγ s P E E (γ s ) ≤ P avg and Eγ s γ sp P E E (γ s ) ≥ I avg :
The constraint (37) forces the power to be below P * = P E E (γ s ), however using the convexity of the EE in this region, we can use the Lagrangian method to solve the problem. After computing the Lagrange function, we obtain the following necessary and sufficient optimality condition:
where μ is the Lagrange multiplier associated to the average interference constraint. Similarly to Section (III-B2), by using the bijection of G (21) , for a fixed μ 0 , there is a unique positive power denoted P I avg such as
The Lagrange multiplier μ is obtained by satisfying the active constraint with equality. That is,
Finally, to find the optimal solution for a given I avg , we determine, numerically, the corresponding Lagrangian multiplier μ using (40). Then, we compute the optimal power by solving (39).
3) Eγ s P E E (γ s ) ≥ P avg and Eγ s γ sp P E E (γ s ) ≤ I avg :
In this region, the constraint (36) forces the power to be below P * = P E E (γ s ). Hence, the solution has the same shape as in (24), by substituting γ byγ s and P P avg is computed using the function G
4) Eγ s P E E (γ s ) ≥ P avg and Eγ s γ sp P E E (γ s ) ≥ I avg :
In this region, the power is affected by both the average power and the interference thresholds, i.e., P avg and I avg , respectively. Hence, we use the Lagrangian method, and we obtain the following sufficient optimality conditioñ γ s log(2)(γ s P s + 1)(P s + P c ) − log(γ s P s + 1) log(2)(P s + P c ) 2 
where λ and μ are the Lagrange multiplier associated to the average power and average interference constraints, respectively. Consequently, from the previous results and by using the function Gγ s ,P c (·), the optimal power, for a fixed λ 0 and μ 0 is
where (·) + is max{0, .}. Using the slackness conditions, the multipliers μ 0 and λ 0 are determined such as
Hence, to find the optimal power in this region, we determine the Lagrange multipliers form (43), then compute the power using (41). Table I summarizes the solutions of the average constraints in the different regions.
C. Peak Interference and Average Power Constraints
If we adopt an average power and peak interference constraint, the optimal power becomes
In order to obtain (44), we use similar techniques that led to (24) with the introduction of the peak interference threshold I peak .
D. Average Interference and Peak Power Constraints
Similarly to the previous cases, if we adopt a peak power and average interference constraints, the optimal power becomes
To establish (45), we use once again similar techniques as in the previous subsections. Details of the proof are skipped for brevity.
V. AVERAGE ENERGY EFFICIENCY WITH STATISTICAL CSI
A. Single User Energy Efficiency 1) No Power Constraint:
In the case where the CSI is not available, the transmitter is not able to adapt its power with respect to the instantaneous channel gain. Instead, the power will depend on the channel gain statistics. If no power constraint is set, the optimal power that maximizes the average E E avg = E γ log 2 (1+γ P) P c +P is found by solving the following equation:
Unfortunately, the equation (46), does not lead to a closed-form, but can be solved numerically to find the optimal power. Instead of solving (46), one may be interested in
Now, instead of maximizing the left hand side (LHS) of (47), it is more convenient to maximize the right hand side (RHS) of (47). Therefore, the problem becomes similar to the instantaneous EE problem in (2) and the corresponding solution can be explicitly computed from (3) as follows
This solution presents a simple power allocation that, when applied to the original function, i.e., E E avg , gives a lower bound of the secondary EE since it is not necessary the optimal for the E E avg . We show later, in the numerical results, that this solution gives a good lower bound, at least for Rayleigh fading. In the rest of the paper, this sub-optimal solution will be adopted in the statistical CSI cases where either a peak or an average power constraint is set.
2) Peak Power Constraint:
In this scenario, the corresponding sub-optimal power is given by the minimum of the peak power, P peak and the sub-optimal power in (48) as follows
3) Average Power Constraint: Since the power does not depend on γ , the average constraint becomes similar to a peak constraint as follows, i.e., P ≤ P avg . Consequently, the corresponding optimal power under average power constraint, is given by
Note that if we target the optimal power when the CSI is not provided, we just substitute the sub-optimal solution P E E ( ) by the solution of (46), computed numerically, in (49) and (50) for peak and average power constraints, respectively. However, in the numerical results we show that the gap between the optimal and sub-optimal EE is very small for Rayleigh fading.
B. Cognitive Energy Efficiency
In the CR context, the absence of the CSI happens when there is neither instantaneous cooperation from the PR nor instantaneous feedback from the SR. In the case of no cooperation, the ST does not have the instantaneous values of γ sp but (by an implicit assumption) knows its average sp . Consequently, the ST transmits with the power in (33), but with substituting γ sp by sp . Meanwhile, when there is no feedback from the SR about γ s and γ sp , the ST transmits with the power that involves their statistics, i.e., s and sp . When the CSI is not available in the CR setting, only an average interference constraint can be applied since the peak constraint requires instantaneous value of the channel gain. In this section, we analyze two setting in which the power constraint is either peak or average.
1) Peak Power Constraint:
When only statistical CSI is available, the corresponding problem involving peak power and average interference constraint can be written as follows
We notice that the average interference constraint can be written as a peak constraint since E γ sp γ sp P s = sp P s . Hence, (53) becomes sp P s ≤ I avg . Consequently, adopting the power in (49), the solution of the CR problem is
2) Average Power Constraint: When only statistical CSI is available, the average power constraint becomes a peak interference since the transmit power does not depend on the instantaneous channel gain and hence the problem becomes:
which is similar to the peak constraint problem and, hence, the solution is
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We adopt a Rayleigh fading channel where the p.d.f. of γ is given by the exponential distribution, i.e., f γ = e −γ . We denote by X E E_criterion X SE_criterion the performance X considering the SE and the EE criteria, respectively, were X ∈ {E E, S E}. In Fig. 3 , the EE and the SE are presented as functions of the instantaneous channel realization γ . We first highlight the impact of limiting the power when adopting the EE criterion. We compare the unconstrained performances, i.e., P(γ ) = P E E (γ ), in continuous lines with peak power-constrained performances, i.e., P(γ ) = min{P E E (γ ), P peak }, in dot-dashed curves, with P peak = 6 dB. We notice that since lim +∞, limiting the power with peak power results in clipping the power for low values of γ . Consequently, the corresponding EE and SE are only affected in this region of γ when a peak power is set. The maximum loss in SE is about 44% when γ = 0.04. We also highlight, in Fig. 3 , the difference in performances between adopting the EE criterion and adopting the SE criterion, with average power constraint P avg = 6 dB. In this case, we compare the EE criterion in continuous curves with the SE criterion, in dashed curves. Note that the chosen value of P avg = 6 dB exceeds E γ P E E (γ ) . Hence, the corresponding EE matches the EE with no power limitation. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , the E E SE_criterion reaches the E E E E_criterion for a reduced interval of γ but is always below it. In terms of SE, at low values of γ , the S E E E_criterion is higher than S E SE_criterion , but as γ increases, the S E SE_criterion becomes higher. In Fig. 4 , we perform a comparison between the proposed average EE and the classical EE in terms of achieved SE with peak power constraint. As shown in Fig. 4 , the proposed average EE provides a higher SE than the one corresponding to the classical EE, in the high power regime (P peak > −3 dB for P c = 1 W and P peak > 1 dB for P c = 3 W). In Fig. 5 , the performances with peak power constraint are presented for different values of P c . We first show that the EE increases and reaches a certain asymptote as shown in (13) and for a fixed P c , there is no better energy efficient transmission that can be achieved beyond this asymptote. In fact, when the EE criterion is considered, there is no need to increase the power once the EE is close to its asymptote. Also, as expected form (III-B3), when P c increases, the EE decreases and the SE increases. In addition, we note that at low values of P peak , the performances of the EE criterion and the SE criterion are identical since the active power is P peak . However, the EE at low P peak varies with P c whereas the SE is constant which reflects a higher sensitivity of the EE with respect to P c at low power. In Fig. 6 , we present the EE and SE when an average power constraint is adopted. The SE criterion, in this case, is based on the waterfilling power allocation. Note that the values of E γ P E E (γ ) is 4.24 dB. We show that, for P avg ≤ 4.24 dB, the E E E E_criterion is slightly above the E E SE_criterion but we have the inverse for the SE. As P avg , exceeds 4.24 dB, the E E SE_criterion decreases towards zero whereas E E E E_criterion remains at its highest value given by (13) . From SE perspective, the E E SE_criterion stagnates compared to the S E SE_criterion which is the price to pay when considering an EE criterion. Hence, when the EE is the criteria to consider, there is no need for the power to exceed 4.24 dB, i.e., E γ P E E (γ ) since it will result in a waste of power with no enhancement in both EE and SE performances. We also present the performances when a peak power constraint is adopted, and as can be seen in Fig. 6 , the average constrained power performs better at low values.
In Fig. 7 , we analyze the performances of the optimal and sub-optimal power allocation schemes described in (46) and (48) as function of P peak , respectively, when the CSI is not available. Note that since the average constraint becomes a peak constraint when the CSI is not available as mentioned in Section V.A.3 and V.B.2, the following performance of the peak power constraint applies to the average constraint. The Fig. 7 shows that the sub-optimal and power allocation schemes give a very close EE. Hence, it is worthwhile adopting the suboptimal power since it is easy to compute and does not require finding a root of the integral equation (46). In addition, we show that the gap between perfect CSI and statistical CSI EE is very limited, in fact the loss is about 0.01 bits/J/H z which present 3% of the perfect CSI EE. In terms of SE, we notice that the statistical CSI SE is better than the perfect CSI SE between 1 and 4 dB. This striking result is not surprising since the focus is on EE criteria. Also, at high P peak , the optimal and sub-optimal statistical CSI SE present a loss of 3% and 8%, respectively, compared to the perfect CSI SE. Consequently, the CSI unavailability does not deteriorate the performances and simple power schemes based on the channel mean can achieve acceptable performances. In addition, the CSI is needed in the high power regime to achieve better performance which is different from the SE maximization problem where the CSI is required at low power regime. In Fig. 8 , we present the CR performance when both peak power and interference constraints are adopted. We compare between 3 cases in which either the PU is absent (I peak → ∞) or present (I peak = 0 dB and 3 dB). We notice that I peak slightly affects the EE in the high power regime (i.e., P peak ≥ 0 dB). For instance, for P peak = 6 dB, the EE gain between I peak = 0 dB and I peak → ∞ is about 12% where it is 5% for I peak = 3 dB. From another side, the gap between the perfect CSI and the statistical CSI EE performance is about 1. 5% which means that the absence of CSI has a limited effect on the EE when the power is only adapted to the channels' statistics. In Fig. 9 , we present the relation between the average interference threshold I avg , and the Lagrange multiplier associated to the interference constraint, μ presented in the equation (40). In fact, in order to find the solution of (40), for a given I avg , we, first, search for the corresponding μ, then find the solution, this figure presents a lookup table that facilitates finding the optimal power for average interference constrained problems. We show in this figure that the maximum value of I avg that prevents outage transmission depends on the primary power P p and the circuit power P c . For example if P p = 0 dB and P c = 0.1 W , there will be no transmission if I avg > 0 dB. In Fig. 10 , the cognitive rates when average power and interference constraints as a function of P avg with different values of I avg . We notice that similarly to the peak constraints in Fig. 8 , the differences between the EE when there is no PU and when I avg = −2.5 dB is 0.05 bits/J/Hz (reduction of 10%) and when I avg = −5 dB it is equal to 0.1 bits/J/Hz (reduction of 21%). Whereas on the SE the reductions form the no PU performance are higher; 30% for I avg = −2.5 dB and 45% for I avg = −5 dB.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed the energy efficiency of powerconstrained systems and present explicit expressions of the optimal power. We first studied a point to point system and found the explicit power that maximizes the EE despite its nonconvexity. Then, we present optimal and sub-optimal power expressions when only statistical CSI-T is available. We extend our work to spectrum sharing cognitive radio (CR) systems where either a peak or an average power constraint is adopted. In the numerical results, we showed that the performances depend mainly on the circuit power and that the CSI-T absence slightly affects the EE compared to the perfect CSI-T EE. Unlike SE-maximized design where absence of CSI-T is detrimental in the low power regime, EE-maximized design suffers a performance loss in the high power regime in the absence of CSI-T. In the CR setting, we showed that the effect of the interference constraint is minimal on the EE compared to the SE.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF (3)
We first note the E E is a continuous and differentiable function for all the values of P ≥ 0. Also since it was mentioned in Section III. A that it has a global maxima, it will necessarily correspond to a root of the first-order derivative. This derivative is computed as follows ∂ E E ∂ P = γ log(2)(γ P + 1)(P + P c ) − log(γ P + 1) log(2)(P + P c ) 2 .
(59) The eventual optimal power is given when ∂ E E ∂ P = 0 which means (γ P + 1) log(γ P + 1) − (γ P + 1) = γ P c − 1 (60) ⇔ X (log(X ) − 1) = γ P c − 1 (where X = γ P + 1) (61) ⇔ e log(X ) (log(X ) − 1) = γ P c − 1
⇔ e log(X )−1 (log(X ) − 1) = γ P c − 1 e (63)
⇔ X = e W )+1 log (2) .
APPENDIX B OBTAINING EQUATION (5)
We have E E * = SE * P c +P E E , which gives E E * P c = S E * − E E * P E E .
From (4), we have E E * = γ log(2) 2 SE * . Thus, E E * P E E = 2 SE * −1 log(2) 2 SE * . Equation (68) gives E E * P c = S E * − 2 SE * −1 log(2) 2 SE * , which implies that E E * = .
APPENDIX C CONCAVITY OF EE WHEN P(γ ) ≤ P E E (γ )
We first recall that P E E is the unique maximum of EE since it is the unique root of its derivative, E E as was shown in Appendix A. Consequently, the sign of E E between 0 and P E E is the same and is given by any point, for example for P = 0 we have E E (0) = γ P c > 0. Then, for P(γ ) ≤ P E E (γ ) we have E E (P) > 0. Now we compute the second derivative of EE with respect to P and we can show that it can be expressed as a function of the first derivative as follows: E E (P) = − 1 P c + P γ 2 (1 + γ P) 2 log(2)
+ 2E E (P) .
(69) Since E E (P) ≥ 0 for P(γ ) ≤ P E E (γ ) then from (69), we have E E (P) < 0 which means that E E is a concave function for P(γ ) ≤ P E E (γ ).
